
EMPATHY 
 

Student Activities 
 
Magazine Activity (Teaching Character...It’s Elementary) 

Skills focus:  being caring, identifying feelings 
Grade level:  K-6 
Materials:  emotion words listed on index cards, magazines 
 
Description: Write down one emotion on a blank note card. Include emotions like 
happy, sad, angry and embarrassed.   Lay out the cards in front of your child and 
go over what each emotion means.  Flip through a magazine or picture book with 
your child. Have him guess which emotion the person is feeling based on the 
facial expression.   Brainstorm with the class on ways you can make someone 
feel better if the person is experiencing a negative emotion. 
 
PUT-DOWNS & PUT-UPS (teachablemoment.org) 

Skill focus:  caring 
Grade level:  K-6 
 
Description:  Ask, "What is a put-down?" Sometimes people say hurtful things to 
one another. Such remarks tell a person that he or she is no good, not important, 
and "less than" other people. That's why they are called "put-downs.” 
Ask for two or three examples of put-downs. It's better not to list the put-downs 
on the board or on chart paper: Writing them may provide reinforcement for the 
language. 
As a class discuss: 

 Where do people learn put-downs? 

 How do put-downs make people feel? 

 Why do we say put-downs? 

 If people in the class say these things to one another, how might it affect 
the group? 

Ask the class to think of put-ups, that is, kind and friendly things to say to each 
other. List the contributions of chart paper. 
 
As a class discuss: 

 How would these words make someone feel? 

 What would be the effect on the class if we used these phrases instead of 
put-downs? 

Have students turn to the person next to them and share a put-up with them. Add 
more ideas to the chart. 



Create a box for put-ups. Ask students to write new put-ups on a card whenever 
they say a put-up or when they hear someone else say one and deposit the 
cards in the box. (You may want to provide a certain time of day for the students 
to contribute to it the put-up box so that it doesn't become a distraction). Every 
morning meeting you can pull an idea from the box and share it with the class. 
Remind students to write their names on the put-up cards so they can be 
recognized and to ensure that a variety of students participate. Add their new 
ideas to the put-up chart. 

Listening Role Play (angermanagementresource.com) 
Skill focus:  listening, caring for others 
Grade level:  3-6 
 
Description:  Discuss with students that there are certain skills you use when 
communicating that help let people know that you are listening and respecting 
their feelings.  Introduce the terms “reflective listening”, “showing empathy” and 
“expressing understanding” as parts of communication.  Use an everyday 
situation as a way for students to practice using these forms of communication.   

Practice Reflective Listening: Show respect for the person by reflecting 
what they have said back to them--this lets them know for sure that you were 
listening. For example, say: 

o "What I hear you saying is..." (then repeat what they just said as 
best you can)--do not interpret or put your "spin" on it! Or, say, 

o "If I'm getting this right, you're saying..." (again, repeat what they 
just said) 

 
After you have repeated their words back to them, ask, "Is that correct?" If they 
say yes, then move on, otherwise try again until you accurately reflect what they 
have said. 

Showing Empathy and Validation: Accept the validity of the other's 
feelings regardless of whether you agree with them. For example, say: 

o "When I put myself in your shoes, I can see why you would feel that 
way" or, 

o "When I look at this from your viewpoint, what you're saying makes 
sense to me." 

o "That must really feel bad to you." 
o "I can only begin to imagine how much that would (hurt you, bother 

you, make you mad, etc.)" 
o You have to really mean these statements for this to work. You 

can't fake empathy! It can help to imagine that you are the other 
person, and think about how things look from their viewpoint. This 
is a skill that anyone can learn! 

o This next type of communication is also very good for showing 
empathy. 

Expressing Understanding: Indicate understanding of what your partner 
is   experiencing. Say, 



o "I think I can see where you're coming from" or, 
o "I see what you mean" or the old stand-by, 
o "I think I understand what you're saying.” 

Feelings Charade (teachablemoment.com) 

Skills focus:  feeling recognition, vocabulary building, increase communication 
about feelings 

Grade level:  K-6 
Materials:  Enough index cards for every student in the class.  On each card, 
write a feeling.  Try to balance “positive” (excited, elated) and “negative” 
(frustrated, furious, nervous).  Try to steer away from he simplest, most common 
terms. 
 
Description:  Begin by discussing the importance of expressing our feelings. 
Explain that expressing and acknowledging feelings is an important tool for 
conflict resolution.  When someone does not use words to say what they’re 
feeling, we must rely on interpreting body language.  Explain that students will 
have a chance to use this skill through playing charades using emotion words. 
Allow each student a chance to act out at least on emotion after you have role 
modeled how to play. Assign the role of “scribe” can be assigned to 
paraprofessionals to record all guesses. 
 
For reflection, ask students if they tended to guess the same words over and 
over (“mad”, “sad”, etc.)  Explain that these words are still helpful for describing 
feelings, but they are not as precise. 
 
Follow up activities can include making an emotions poster or feelings 
thermometer.  For example, a “mad” thermometer might go from “irritated” on the 
cool end to “enraged” on the hot end. 
 
Encourage students to use these feelings words in future writing assignments. 
 
Feelings Check-in 
Skills focus:  listening, being caring 
Grade level:  3-6 
Materials:  Use the emotion cards used for the game “Emotions Charades” 
 
Description:  During a Morning Meeting or classroom check-in time, invite 
students to choose a card that best describes how they are feeling that day.  As 
a class, discuss how to support that student for the day. 
 
How Can I Help You?  (goodcharacter.com) 
Skills focus:  asking others if they want help, being caring, listening 
Grade level:  4-6 



 
Divide the class into pairs of “helping buddies.” Each buddy has two tasks: (1) 
decide on some knowledge or skill he or she would like to improve and (2) work 
with his or her buddy to improve the knowledge or skill--or get the necessary 
help. The buddies meet regularly for a week or two and then report to the class 
on how they helped each other improve. 
 
In Someone Else’s Shoes (Operation Outreach USA - www.oousa.org/files/gradeza) 

Skills focus:  listening, feeling recognition 
Grade level:  K-6 
 
Description: Write the word “empathy” on the board.  Tell the class that they are 
going to hear a short story and that they will have a better understanding of the 
word after they hear the story. 
 
Last night when my sister called she was very upset because she just had a fight 
with her best friend.  Her friend Sara said she no longer wanted to be friends with 
my sister.  My sister was crying because her feelings were hurt.  I tried to help by 
telling her a story about when my best friend and I had a fight and didn’t talk for 
months.  I was able to give my sister advice because I had been through the 
same experience.  I knew how she was feeling because I had felt the same way. 
 
Ask students if they have ever been in a situation where they knew exactly how 
someone was feeling because they had had a similar experience.  Ask them to 
share.  Explain that empathy is the ability to “put yourself in someone else’s 
shoes”.  Ask if they know how being able to empathize can make us kinder and 
make us treat others more respectfully.  If you know how it feels to be made fun 
of, do you think you will be more or less likely to tease someone?  Why?  Ask for 
more examples of when empathy would be a useful skill. 
 
I Saw it on TV  (michelleborba.com) 
Skill focus:  identifying feelings, caring, listening 
Grade level:  K-6 
 
Description:  Have the class look for ways people treat each other in TV shows. 
Do they put each other down and try to make each other feel stupid? Or are they 
kind and helpful toward each other?  In what types of shows are they kind and 
helpful? Students could also look for role models of helping or put-down behavior 
in books or stories. 
 
Point of View (teachablemoment.org) 
Skill focus:  recognize others’ point of view for conflict resolution 
Grade level:  3-6 
Materials: Role-play scripts (see below) Copies of the drawing (below) for each 
pair of students in the class 



Description: Today we are going to do a little experiment to see if everyone sees 
the same thing when we look at a picture. 

 Ask students to find a partner or divide them into pairs. 
 Distribute copies of the drawing below to each pair. 
 Give pairs a few minutes to figure out how they would describe the 

appearance of the person in the picture. Is this someone they would like to 
get to know? What does she seem to be wearing? 

 Ask volunteers for their descriptions. 
 Ask students to describe their process in looking at the picture. What did 

they see first? Why did some people see an old woman at first and some 
a young girl? Can everyone now see both figures? Is there a "wrong" way 
to see the picture? 

 Explain that people have different ways of looking at things. We call that 
having different "points of view." It happens because we have different 
bodies, different kinds of families and different kinds of experiences. 

 
Point-of-View Role Plays  (teachablemoment.org) 
Skills focus:  caring, listening, identifying feelings 
Grade level:  3-6 
 
Description: Many times the conflicts we experience in our own lives result from 
experiencing things in a different way from another person. To see how this 
works, we are going to do some role-plays. 

 Give two volunteers the role-play scene between Carlos and his mother, 
below. Discuss the scene briefly with each one to make sure s/he 
understands the role before beginning the role-play. Instruct them to begin 
an argument in the role-play. 

 When the argument begins to get heated, stop the role-play and ask the 
actors (still in character) how they are feeling. 

 Discuss with the class: What is Carlos's point of view? What does Carlos 
want? What is his mother's point of view? What does she want? Can 
anybody think of a situation from his or her own life that is similar? What 
are the different points of view in that situation? 

 Have the actors leave their roles and ask them how it was to play those 
roles. Have the class applaud them. 

Role-play: Carlos & his Mother 

Carlos 
The living room is messy. Some of Carlos's comic books are lying around. He's 
going through them because he wants to trade some of them with his friends. He 
also has a game on the floor that he started to play with his sister. He wants the 
game to remain there so he and his sister can finish it later. He likes being in the 



living room because there are usually other people around there. All the things 
that are scattered about are things he is using. The mess doesn't bother him. 
 
Carlos's Mother 
The living room is messy. Carlos's comic books and game are lying around. She 
wants to keep the room organized because everyone in the family uses it and it 
is also the place where guests come. She thinks Carlos's things are in the way. 
She thinks he should pick up after himself and keep his things in his own room. 
 
Repeat the process with other scenes from the students' own lives. 
 
Upon completion of the lesson, ask students to think about a time their own point 
of view has changed. Have them complete the sentence, "I used to, but now...” 
 
The Heart Story (teachablemoment.org) 
Skill focus:  caring, understanding others’ feelings 
Grade level:  K-6 
 
Description:  Before you begin the activity, have a discussion with students about 
"put-ups" and "put-downs.” 
Explain that a put-down is a negative comment about a person. Elicit examples 
of put-downs from the story or from life (but don't write them down so as not to 
reinforce them). Ask the children what they think a put-up is. Elicit examples of 
put-ups. Make a chart of put-ups. Explain that in our classroom, put-downs are 
not allowed. Put-ups are welcome. When you and the students hear people using 
put-ups, you can acknowledge them and add them to the chart. 
 
The Heart Story 
Make two hearts from construction paper. Explain that our feelings and our 
classroom community are greatly affected by how we talk to each other. This 
exercise illustrates the effects of put-downs. 
Tape one of the hearts to your chest. Tell the children a story like the one below, 
tailored to their age and experience. Each time the child in the story experiences 
a put-down, rip off a piece of the heart and let it fall to the floor. By the end of the 
story, the heart will be in pieces. Discuss: How is ____________ feeling? Have 
you ever had a day like this? 
Now tape the second heart on your chest and retell the story with the children 
supplying put-ups instead of put-downs. When the child receives put-ups, color in 
the heart with crayons or markers of various colors. Discuss: How is 
______________ feeling now? What does this exercise suggest for our 
classroom? 
 
Heart Story: 
Jane* had not slept well, and when her father called, she didn't get up. A few 
minutes later, her father shouted, "Get up, lazybones!” When Jane went into the 
kitchen for breakfast, her brother was just pouring the last of the cereal into his 



bowl. "That's what you get for oversleeping," he teased. Jane dressed in a new 
combination she thought looked cool, but when her sister saw her, she laughed. 
"That looks stupid," she said. 
Jane changed clothes, grabbed her book bag, and ran out the door to school. 
She decided to take a short cut. "Hey, what are you doing around this block?" 
some boy called to her. "We don't like your type around here.” 
"You're late!" the teacher said when she came into her classroom. He wrote her 
name on the board. Later, the teacher asked her to read aloud. When she said 
one of the words wrong, some of the kids laughed. 
At lunch, when Jane went to sit down with some girls, they said, "No room here. 
You'll have to sit over there.” 
On the way home from school, Jane was running along and tripped over a crack 
in the pavement. She went sprawling down on the street and ripped a hole in her 
pants. When her mother saw Jane, she saw the hole before she saw the rest of 
her. "You ruined your pants," she said. "I can't keep you in decent clothes!” 
 

* Substitute a name for Jane that is not the name of anyone in your class. 
 
Empathy Role-Play/Scenarios  (Operation Outreach USA -- oousa.org) 

 
It is important to note that empathy is a difficult concept for students to grasp, but 
they can understand empathy through examples. Modeling empathetic behavior 
will help students better understand this concept. 
 
Provide students with examples of common situations that occur in school.  Ask 
them what they would do in each situation.  If they empathize with the other 
person, would they behave differently? 

 A classmate trips and falls down the stairs on the way to lunch. 
 A classmate thinks you intentionally pushed him when in fact you bumped 

into him on accident.  He yells at you and calls you names. 
 A classmate gets sick and throws up in the classroom. 
 A classmate doesn’t do well on a test and starts to cry. 
 You get upset with a classmate and hit him or her. 
 You are choosing teams for basketball.  There is only one person left, and 

you know that they aren’t very good.  You and the other captain argue 
about who should have this player.  You argue right in front of this person 
and they start to yell and call you names. 

Role-play #1: Joanne & her Father (teachablemoment.org) 

Joanne 
Joanne's dad insists that she be in the house by 8 p.m. on school nights. But the 
weather is getting warm, her friends are staying out later in the street, and 
Joanne wants to be able to stay with her friends. 
 



Joanne's Father 
The rule is that Joanne must be in the house by 8 p.m. on school nights. 
Joanne's father is concerned that it is not safe for her to be out after 8 p.m., and 
he worries about her. He also wants to be sure she gets enough sleep so she is 
not tired in school. 
 
Role-play #2: Jason & the Teacher (teachablemoment.org) 

 
Jason 
Jason was talking to his friend about what they were going to do on the 
playground at lunch time at the same time that the teacher was talking. The 
teacher told him that she was going to contact his parents and discuss his 
behavior with them. Jason is mad because he thinks the teacher is always 
picking on him. Other kids talk, he says, and the teacher doesn't do anything 
about it. 
 

Teacher 
When she was explaining the homework assignment, Jason was talking instead 
of listening. She sees him talking all the time. When he doesn't have his 
homework, he says he didn't hear her give the assignment, and he didn't think 
there was any." Jason needs to start listening in class. 
 
Role-play #3: Sarah & her Mom (teachablemoment.org) 
 
Sarah 
Sarah wants to wear jeans to school that have slashes cut in them and patches. 
She thinks it's a neat style. Her mother says she's not leaving the house in those 
rags. 
 

Sarah's Mother 
Sarah's mother thinks students should be dressed neatly for school, and she 
worries that adults won't respect her daughter as much if she dresses sloppily. 
Sarah's mother went to a parochial school where students wore uniforms, and 
she thinks the discipline was much better there because of the dress rules. 
 
Role-play #4: Raymond & Thomas (teachablemoment.org) 
 
Raymond 
Raymond wants to play with his friend Thomas. Thomas, as usual, wants to play 
baseball. Raymond doesn't like to play baseball. He's not very good at it, and 
he'd rather play something else. He feels as if all Thomas ever wants to do is 
play baseball. 
 

Thomas 
Thomas would like to play with Raymond, who is a good friend. He's on a Little 
League team, and he wants to practice baseball. He would also like Raymond to 



play baseball better, because then he might want to join the Little League team, 
too. Then they could spend more time together. 
 
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS/ WRITING ASSIGNMENTS 
 
1.  Have you ever felt embarrassed because you didn't know something or 
couldn't do something? How did it feel? What did you do about it? 
 
2.  Why can it be hard to admit you don't know something? What could happen? 
 
3.  Have you seen kids try to make others feel stupid? What makes them do 
that? 
 
4.  Think about a time when you needed help because you didn't know how to do 
something. Who did you turn to? How did you feel asking for help? 
 
5.  If you're having trouble with schoolwork, what can you do about it? What can 
happen if you don't do anything?  If you need help but don't ask for it, how can 
that lead to more problems?   What can you say or do when someone you know 
needs help? 
 
6.  What is empathy?  Why is it important to show empathy toward others?  What 
does it mean to “put yourself in someone else’s shoes”?  What does this have to 
do with empathy?  (Nemours Foundation/ Kids Health) 
 
7.  Think of a time that you hurt someone’s feelings.  Describe what 
happened.  How did you know you hurt the person’s feelings?  How did you feel 
about the situation?  What did you do to make the situation better?   (Nemours 

Foundation/ Kids Health) 

 
8.  Discuss how you think your school would change if all of the students showed 
empathy toward one another.  Do you think it would be a big change or a small 
change?  Why do you think so?  (Nemours Foundation/ Kids Health) 
 
OTHER RESOURCES 
 
KidsHealth.org/classroom -- Excellent website for additional lesson plans and 
articles for kids 


